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Icahn Charter School 3
Together we can achieve the extraordinary

Principal’s Message
Dear Parents,
Welcome back to the new school year! I look forward to a successful school year where our students
grow both academically and emotionally. On September 27th there will be Curriculum Night. Each
teacher will explain the various programs that Icahn 3 students will be utilizing to ensure that they are
College and Career Ready. Icahn 3 is excited to launch its STEAM program for the 2018-19 school year.
Students will tackle real-world issues and apply design thinking while collaborating with their peers.
Students will begin this journey by utilizing Lego bricks and coding software to enhance the science
curriculum. We look forward to giving our students the power to create and command their own robotic
Lego creatures, vehicles, machines and inventions.

Sincerely yours,
Marcia Glattstein
Principal

Save the Date!
10/1/18

10/8/18

10/15/18

10/26/18

Afterschool
starts for K-2

Columbus Day
No School

Professional
Development Day
No School

Marking Period 1
Ends

11/5/18

11/6/18

11/13/18

Picture Day

Election Day
No School

Parent Teacher
Conferences
1pm-6 pm

Middle School Edition

September/October 2018

Mathematics
We are already working hard on new concepts and I am enjoying getting to know each student. There
is a lot to learn ahead of us and the academic bar is set high which we can all achieve.
In 7th grade we will focus on four critical areas: (1) understanding and applying proportional
relationships; (2) understanding of operations with rational numbers, expressions and linear equations;
(3) solving problems involving scale drawings and informal geometry involving area,
surface area, and volume; and (4) statistics.
8th grade math has two different sections. Class 8B will focus on three critical areas: (1) formulating and
reasoning about expressions and equations, (2) understanding algebraic functions, and (3) analyzing
two- and three-dimensional figures using distance, angle, similarity, and congruence, and the
Pythagorean Theorem. The students will take the 8th grade NYS Exam. Class 8A will be moving at a
faster pace to cover the same curriculum as 8B and also learn more advanced Algebra culminating with
the NYS Algebra 1 Regents Exam.
We will be ready in Spring for these State Exams and/or Regents. I am available for tutoring
afterschool on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
Mathematics is my passion and I am committed to helping each one of my students to develop a love,
respect, and appreciation for mathematic concepts. “Why do we need this?” Math can be found
everywhere! -- music, art, finances, sciences, sports… I bring these interests back to the problems on the
board and textbook to show why we need these mathematical concepts. I will also use puzzles, games,
and humor to show your child that mathematics can be fun.
Never hesitate to call or email with any questions or concerns
Sincerely, Mr. Hahn

jhahn@ccics.org
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English
7th and 8th Grade ELA
In Icahn 3’s Middle School English classes, the
students are actively engaged in literary analysis. We are
working on test taking strategies to be proficient at reading
passages and answering text based questions. We have
also work on our writing skills. Students are learning how
to respond to short and extended response questions. In
their writing, students use details from the text to prove
and explain the position that they have taken.
In October, we will continue to work on these skills
and build upon them. The students are working towards
the goal of being able to read a passage and answer
questions within a thirteen minute time frame. Students
will also be engaged in reading short stories and analyzing
them.
Students have access to our class’ textbook,
Collections, anytime and anywhere through its online
component. With a personal login, students can read
through the book on their personal device. Collections
works by introducing an anchor text that builds
specific skills. Student learning is then reinforced by
supporting literature that solidifies the concepts for the
students.

Icahn 3’s eighth grade is currently
taking a review class to help prepare them
for the NYC SHSAT exam. This exam
determines which specialized high school
the students will be admitted to. It is
composed of both ELA and math
questions. The ELA questions are broken
up into two categories: Revising and
Editing, and Reading. The Revising and
Editing portion requires students to apply
correct grammar conventions to a written
text. The Reading exam asks students to
read passages and answer comprehension
questions.

All ELA communication can be directed to AComerford@ccics.org.
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Science
Seventh Grade is a year for exciting new things in science. We began the year
with an introduction to scientific inquiry. Students were able to explore the stages of
the scientific method as well as the four spheres of the earth. This month, we will
continue exploring the Lithosphere and Earth’s History. Students will learn about the
different types of rocks and how they are created. We will also discuss earthquakes
and volcanoes.
In Eighth grade, we began the year with an introduction to scientific inquiry.
We began to explore Force and Motion. This month we will be investigating the ways
in which Newton’s Laws of Motion impact our understanding of the natural world.
Students will conduct a series of different experiments.
In Living Environment, students reviewed the stages of the scientific method.
They have designed their own experiments, which they are currently conducting on
muscle fatigue. In the coming weeks we will begin to study our ecology unit.
Students will explore how organisms are both similar and different from one another.
Ms. Payne
7th & 8th Science
tpayne@ccics.org
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Social Studies
We are off to an amazing start in middle school social studies. It has been such a joy getting to know each
student academically and socially. The bar has been set high and I expect many valuable academic experiences
from both the 7th and 8th grade classes.
7th Grade
The 7th grade will be wrestling with the concept of the First American. The students will be introduced to the
different Native American Tribes that made up the United States before the age of exploration. Together we will
look at the various reasons for explorers coming over to the United States and discuss the positives and
negatives. We will be working through these topics for the next several weeks before moving onto the next unit,
American Colonialism.
8th Grade
The 8th graders will be reviewing their knowledge of the Civil War and wrapping up the end of the war. The next
unit we will focus on is Reconstruction after the War. Students will be examining the effects that Jim Crow
Laws had on the country and how the country began to rebuild after the Civil War.
As always, please never hesitate to email me with questions, comments, and concerns.
Truly,
Ms. Nani
rnani@ccics.org
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Foreign Language
Welcome back to the new school year and bienvenidos a la clase de español. I would like to
welcome all of the seventh graders to middle school. I hope to have a productive and fun-filled school year. It is
my wish that every student comes away with something from my class that will stay with them for the rest of
their lives.

7th Grade
The seventh grade students will be learning how to write the dates of events and tell time as well as learning
about the seasons and the weather patterns that are associated with each. To reinforce the weather and
seasons topics, the students will be assigned in class project where they express their knowledge of seasons
and weather in the target language. During the months of September and October the students will be learning
about the geography and culture of Spain and the Spanish-Speaking world. The students will be assigned a
project to research a Hispanic Country, which will be due on October 5th.

8th grade
The 8th graders have just finished a review of the unit on sports and sports related themes as well as
reviewing other topics that were covered last year. In the upcoming unit, the students will be studying Chapter
6 of their textbook Así se dice 1B, which explores health and well-being. The students will be learning more
complex grammatical structures in Spanish that will increase their proficiency in the target language.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,
Mr. Lopez
elopez@ccics.org

